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Legislative Decree Proposal 395 would nullify President Rousseff’s 
executive decree mandating that public health professionals respect 
transgender citizens’ chosen names. Instead, this bill requires all 
federal bureaucracies to recognize citizens only by their name as it 
appears on their birth certificate, stripping transgender, travesti, and 
transsexual citizens of basic dignity.  
 
Legislative Bill 5069 aims to make legal abortion in cases of rape a 
dreadful experience, if not effectively impossible. Anyone who aids a 
victim of rape to abort her fetus would be subject to two years of 
prison, or three years if that person is a doctor or medical 
professional, unless the rape was “proven” via medical examination 
and reported to the police.  
 
Legislative Bill 6583, also known as the Statute of the Family, would 
restrict the official definition of family to one man married to one 
woman and their children. It is designed to undo the legal gains won 

by same-sex couples when the Supreme Court ruled that the state 
must recognize same sex unions as equal in rights and benefits to 
heterosexual unions. It would also deny single-parent households the 
legal definition and privileges of being a family.  
 
Despair.  
 
When the schemes of Vice President Michel Temer and his co-
conspirators bore fruit and he was named acting president of Brazil, 
he appointed an all-white all-male cabinet of ministers.  
 
When the new minister of education got to work, he invited a small 
group of influential thinkers to a brainstorming session. One participant 
was Alexandre Frota, a forgettable soap opera actor/comedian, who is 
infamous for his machismo and public disgust for President Rousseff. 
A rape apologist, he [supposedly jokingly] confessed to raping a 
woman in a standup act and has made multiple rape jokes such as, 
“men who rape ugly women don’t need to be punished, they need a 
hug.”  
 
Frota is a fan of [supposedly] devout Catholic Congressman Jair 
Bolsonaro, who dedicated his vote for impeachment to the deceased 
general that oversaw the brutal torture of President Rousseff when she 
was kidnapped and held captive by the military dictatorship. Bolsonaro 
also told his colleague, Congresswoman Maria do Rosário, that he 
would never rape her because she was “ugly” and “undeserving.”  
 
To remind us of the horror that is rape culture, two days after Frota 
advised the Minister of Education, news broke that a Rio de Janeiro 
man organized possibly 30 other men to collectively rape his teenage 
girlfriend as punishment for a supposed betrayal. Photos and videos of 
the rape were published on social media. The detective assigned to 
the case publicly doubted if they had enough evidence to prove it was 
rape, informed the press that, regardless of the victim’s statement, he 
needed to “investigate whether or not she consented,” and reportedly 
asked the victim if she was in the habit of having group sex.  
 


